APA Citation Cheat Sheet

Article from Online Database with doi


The doi stands for digital object identifier. This identifies a location for an article stored online. Not all articles have a doi. If one is listed, include it in your citation.

Article from Online Databases with no doi listed.


If no doi is listed, indicate the location of the article with "Retrieved from" and the URL of the online database or website.

Article from Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center


Article from Newsbank newspaper database


Book


Book with no author listed

**DSM**

**Specific Edition of a Book**

**Book with an Editor instead of an Author**

**Webpage**


**Article with two authors**
**Article with more than two authors**


**Article with more than seven authors**

Follow the format above for multiple authors unless the list of authors is greater than seven.

Then follow this format below: List the name of the first six authors, then add three ellipsis points, then list the final author's name.


**Article with no author listed**


**Book with an editor listed instead of an author**


**Encyclopedia article**


**Newspaper article**

Film

Technical Report

Datamonitor Company Profile Report from EBSCO Business Source Premier Database